Suppose T denotes an operator which is similar to a unitary operator and 9T denotes its characteristic function-considered as an operator on H2(DT). It is proved that BT is a bounded operator if and only if it is the inverse of a bounded operator.
In this note we study characteristic functions of operators which are similar to unitary operators. As seen earlier [3] , invertibility of the characteristic function is a sufficient condition for a power-bounded operator to be similar to a unitary operator. Now we prove that if an operator is similar to unitary, then being bounded and being invertible are equivalent conditions for its characteristic function. Corollaries showing ways in which the conditions may fail are easily derived.
Following the notation in [1] we denote the characteristic function of Fby Proof. Following the notation in [1] we denote the residual space of U by R and the projection onto it by PR. We first prove that PR\H is invertible.
Suppose {hn) C H, \\hn\\ = 1 and ||^A || -* 0, i.e., \\hn -JPMthn\\ -> 0. If s\ipk>0\\T* k\\ = 1/c and say s\ipk>0\\U+ || = a, then let 0 < e < c/2a. For the proof of power-boundedness of U+ see [1, p. 137] . Let n0 be such that \\h" -JPMth"o\\ < e, and let k"g G M* be a finite sum of the form k" = 2^0 Un+*h{-V such that ||/>WX -k"o\\ <e.lfk>N*+l then 
